FOCUSED INVESTING

Why invest in
real estate?

Similar to mutual funds, REITs pool capital from numerous investors in order to
invest in portfolios of commercial and residential real estate. Global real estate
securities have a market capitalization of over CAD $5.0 trillion with Canada
accounting for approximately 3 per cent1 of that total. Real estate investors should
be rewarded with long term capital appreciation and rising distributions over time.

Real estate attributes

Real estate assets, both commercial and residential, provide the foundation for economic activity in global economies.

Enhanced risk-adjusted
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Source: Bloomberg, as at October 26, 2018.
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Benefits of
real estate
assets

Predictable and
steady income

Portfolio
diversification

Enhanced risk-adjusted
return potential

Over the last 25+ years, REITs have outperformed other
major asset classes*. REITs have generally provided strong
total returns comprised of tax efficient regular and growing
distributions, and long-term capital appreciation driven by Net
Operating Income growth.

Portfolio
diversification

Historically, real estate securities have shown relatively
low correlations to stocks and bonds†. This means
that adding real estate securities to a portfolio should
enhance diversification and result in the portfolio
generating higher returns for the same amount of risk.

Real estate correlations July 2000 – September 2015

REITs outperform other major asset classes
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Source: Bloomberg Financial L.P. and Starlight Capital. Data from May 29, 1992 to May 31, 2018. REITs,
Stocks, Bonds, and Commodities are represented by the Dow Jones U.S. Select REIT Index, the S&P 500®,
Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Total Return Value Unhedged USD Index, and the S&P GSCI, respectively.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Chart is provided for illustrative purposes and reflects
hypothetical historical performance.

Source: Infrastructure Investing: A Distinct Asset Class, InstarAGF, October 8, 2015.

Predictable and
steady income

Inflation
protection

Income and Capital Appreciation of Listed Equity U.S. REITs,
25-year Period

Average U.S. REIT Dividend Growth vs. Average CPI from 2006 – 2017

The contractual nature of the revenue streams and
the requirement to pay out 90% of pretax income to
unitholders means REITs have historically generated
consistent income for investors.
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Source: 25-year period is represented by 1988Q4-2013Q3. Income and Capital Appreciation from Real
Estate Investing: The Participation Trophy and the Performance Record, NAREIT Market Commentary, 29
August 2017.

†

 orrelation measures the extent to which two items move in the same direction. A correlation value of 1
C
means two items move closely in the same direction, while 0 means they do not move closely at all in
either direction, and -1 means the items move closely in opposite directions.

Many REITs have annual rent increases that are tied to
inflation and/or revenues that are sensitive to economic
activity. As a result, rising inflation leads to cash flow
growth and asset appreciation in these REITs.
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Source: Bloomberg, as at October 22, 2018.

REITs Outperform During Rising Interest Rates

According to the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (“NAREIT”), REITs have posted positive total returns in
86% of previous rate hike cycles, going back to 1994. Further, in more than half of those rate hike cycles, REITs have outperformed
the S&P 500 Index.
U.S. REIT Performance During Fed Rate Hike Cycles
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Source: CBRE Clarion as of December 2017. U.S. REITs: FTSE NAREIT Equity REIT Index, U.S. Equities: Russell 3000 Index, U.S. Bonds: Citigroup Treasury 10+ Years Index.

Pension funds increasing real estate investments

Large pension funds have continued to increase their allocations to real estate. Between 2008 to 2017 the top 100 pension plans in
Canada steadily increased their total allocation to real estate from approximately $82 billion or 10.04 per cent to nearly $246 billion or
11.62 per cent of their combined assets under management (AUM).
Real Estate Asset Mix of DB Plans of Sponsor Orgnanizations (% of total) Represented by Members, as at Dec 31 2008 - 2017
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Source: Data from December 31, 2008 to December 31, 2017. Pension Investment Association of Canada

Access global real estate with Starlight Capital
Starlight Capital is an independent Canadian asset management firm. We are
investment led and client-focused and we believe investing is about finding
great businesses that will do well over long periods of time. When we find these
businesses, we conduct our own independent analysis and take meaningful
positions when the risk/reward outlook is favourable.

Starlight Capital approach:

1
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Differentiated investment solutions: Concentrated global portfolios of highquality real asset businesses offered through mutual funds, exchange-traded
funds and structured products.

Disciplined investment approach: We strive to deliver superior, risk-adjusted,
long-term returns for investors through our proprietary investment strategy
Focused Business Investing. We build concentrated portfolios of high-quality
businesses when they offer us sufficient return for the risk incurred.

Deep expertise: Investment team with over 20 years of experience managing
over $2 billion of global real estate and infrastructure securities. Dennis Mitchell,
CEO & CIO of Starlight Capital has led investment teams of more than 30
people and exercised oversight more than $18B in AUM.

The Starlight Global
Real Estate Fund
is an opportunity to
provide investors
with regular income
by investing in
investment grade
commercial real
estate in world-class
cities.

Learn more at starlightcapital.com or speak to your advisor.
*Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Please read the prospectus before investing.
The content of this document (including facts, views, opinions, recommendations, descriptions of or references to, products or securities) is not to be used
or construed as investment advice, as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, or an endorsement, recommendation or sponsorship of any entity
or security cited. Although we endeavour to ensure its accuracy and completeness, we assume no responsibility for any reliance upon it.
Starlight Investments, Starlight Capital and all other related Starlight logos are trademarks of Starlight Group Property Holdings Inc.

Starlight Capital
1400–3280 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M8X 2X3
info@starlightcapital.com
1-833-752-4683
starlightcapital.com
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